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ABSTRACT
The in{network aggregation paradigm in sensor networks
provides a versatile approach for evaluating aggregate queries.
Traditional approaches need a separate aggregate to be com-
puted and communicated for each query and hence do not
scale well with the number of queries. Since approximate
query results are sucient for many applications, we use an
alternate approach based on summary data{structures. We
consider two kinds of aggregate queries: value range queries
that compute the number of sensors that report values in
the given range, and location range queries that compute
the sum of values reported by sensors in a given location
range. We construct summary data{structures called linear
sketches, over the sensor data using in{network aggregation
and use them to answer aggregate queries in an approximate
manner at the base{station. There is a trade{o between
accuracy of the query results and lifetime of the sensor net-
work that can be exploited to achieve increased lifetimes for
a small loss in accuracy. Experimental results show that
linear sketching achieves signicant improvements in life-
time of sensor networks for only a small loss in accuracy of
the queries. Further, our approach achieves more accurate
query results than the other classical techniques using Dis-
crete Fourier Transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 [Database Management]: Systems|query process-
ing; I.1.2 [Symbolic and Algebraic Manipulation]: Al-
gorithms|Algebraic Algorithms
General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
Keywords
Sensor Networks, In{network Aggregation, Linear Sketch-
ing, Approximate Query Answering
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks consist of hundreds of low cost
nodes that come with wireless communication and certain
processing and storage capabilities in addition to sensing ca-
pabilities, and have severe energy constraints. These nodes
are deployed in a sensor eld and can be thought of as dis-
tributed streaming data sources. The goal of the sensor
network is to collect information from the sensors that is
required for various applications at a resource rich base{
station. In doing so it should work in an energy ecient
manner so that it survives for the longest period of time.
To this end, several energy aware mechanisms for col-
lecting data have been developed. The data{gathering ap-
proaches focus on systematically collecting raw data from
all the sensors to the base{station. This approach involves
communicating large amounts of raw data leading to shorter
lifetimes. Fortunately, it is usually not the individual raw
data from the sensors that matters to many applications,
but certain information in the form of summaries or aggre-
gation of this data that is more relevant [13]. As a result,
we have data{fusion or aggregation approaches that make
use of the processing power of the sensors to aggregate the
data from dierent nodes as it gets forwarded to the base{
station, thereby reducing the communication costs greatly.
This mechanism of in{network aggregation of data has been
shown to dramatically increase lifetimes of sensor networks
(Krishnamachari et al. [11]) and has emerged into a core
service supported in them (e.g. TAG [14]).
Queries are considered a natural way for users to interact
with the sensor network [17]. Further, sensor network appli-
cations rely heavily on query processing, particularly of ag-
gregate queries. In this paper we are interested in evaluating
aggregate queries over sensor networks in an energy{ecient
manner.
1.1 Query Processing in Sensor Networks
From the database perspective, in{network aggregation is
a mode for evaluating aggregate queries over the sensor net-
work. The common approach to (aggregate) query process-
ing in sensor networks has two phases: the dissemination
phase and the aggregation phase. For example consider a
query that nds the number of sensors in the sensor eld
that record temperature between 10
oF and 30
oF.
select count(*) from sensors
where 10  temperature  30.
During the dissemination phase, the query is injected intothe sensor network to all the sensors and during the aggre-
gation phase, an aggregation{tree is imposed on the sensor
network along which in{network aggregation is performed
as follows. Every node waits for the counts from each of
its child{nodes and adds them up. It contributes to the
COUNT only if the where{clause is satised and forwards
the aggregated count to its parent{node. Eventually, the
result of the query is computed at the root (base{station).
This approach answers queries accurately. However, it has
several drawbacks. Every query needs to be disseminated
to the sensors and this is an expensive operation because of
the communication involved. Further, when we have multi-
ple aggregate queries (for e.g. queries with dierent ranges
in the where{clause), multiple aggregates need to be main-
tained and communicated, one for each query. This severely
restricts the number of queries that can be answered before
the sensor network dies.
To overcome these drawbacks, we propose an alternate
approach that is inspired by OnLine Analytical Processing
(OLAP) and query processing over streams. The idea is to
maintain and update a small space summary data{structure
in one{pass over the data or as data appear in the stream.
The summary data{structure is then used to directly answer
queries quickly in an approximate manner. The constraints
that are imposed by streams (see Babu and Widom [1])
make techniques for stream computations suitable for sen-
sors. These summary data{structures (also known as syn-
opses) are typically computed as decomposable aggregates,
i.e. they can be expressed as an aggregation function f over
sets a and b so that f(a[b) = g(f(a);f(b)), where g is called
the combine{function that is computable in small space and
time. Since decomposable functions are suitable for the in{
network aggregation paradigm, a similar approach can be
taken for answering queries in sensor networks. During each
round, the summary data structure can be computed over
the data from all the sensors using in{network aggregation.
The user queries can then be answered directly from this
summary data{structure at the base{station at the end of
each round. This way, the lifetime of the sensor network
is not limited by the number of queries. However, it is
limited by (a) the amount of computation at each sensor
to compute the synopses which determines the number of
CPU cycles and the corresponding energy, (b) the space
complexity for computing the synopses which determines
the energy required to power memory on the sensor, and
most importantly (c) the size of the synopses which deter-
mines the energy for transmitting and receiving using wire-
less radio. Usually there is a direct relationship between the
size of the synopses and the accuracy of the queries. Since
most monitoring applications are interested in approximate
query answers, this approach oers a viable option for
increasing the lifetime of the sensor network for a
small loss in accuracy of the query results.
It is important to note that the synopses data structure
to be computed depends on the kind of queries we wish to
answer. We consider the following two important aggregate
range queries.
Value Range Queries: How many sensors recorded values in
a particular range?
select count(*) from sensors
where 10  reading  20.
Location Range Queries: What is the aggregate of values
recorded by sensors located in a given rectangular region(range)?
select average(reading) from sensors
where 10  x  20 and 10  y  20.
Histograms are popularly used as summary data struc-
tures for answering such queries and several sketch based
approaches for histograms have been suggested [16, 6]. How-
ever these methods are designed to capture the norm of the
histogram. They depend solely on the data and do not con-
sider the queries at all. We often have some information
about the queries. For example certain regions (ranges)
could be more interesting and hence queried more often.
Further, in the case of monitoring applications, it is common
to have continuous queries, in which case, the same range
query is posed in every round. Therefore it is important to
design sketches for a specic set of aggregate range queries.
In this paper we propose to use linear sketches [15] that
we developed for answering approximate aggregate range
queries eectively and eciently over sensor networks to get
improved lifetimes for a small loss in accuracy of the results.
2. LINEAR SKETCHING APPROACH
In this section we present the theory of linear sketches
(refer to [15] for details) and show how they can be used to
answer aggregate range queries in sensor networks.
2.1 Linear Sketching Preliminaries
Definition 1. Let A be a matrix over the eld of complex
numbers, C. The complex conjugate of A is denoted by A.
The conjugate transpose A
 of A is dened as A
 = A
T
.
Definition 2. (Standard Inner Product, Norm)
For any two complex vectors x;y 2 C
n, the standard inner
product is the scalar given by hx;yi = y
x. Norm of x is
given by kxk
2 = hx;xi = x
x.
Definition 3. (Linear Sketch)
Let P be an N  k complex projection matrix, with columns
p1;p2; ;pk so that P = [p1p2 pk]. We call P a sketch-
ing matrix. Let x be a vector in C
N. The projection of
x onto pi is given by hx;pii, i = 1;2;:::;k. The (lin-
ear) sketch or projection of x with respect to the sketch-
ing matrix P is the k{dimensional vector given by
￿
x =
[hx;p1ihx;p2ihx;pki]
T. Equivalently,
￿
x = P
x (1)
The sketch of an N  m matrix A with respect to the
sketching matrix P is a matrix whose columns are sketches
of the corresponding columns of A, i.e.
￿
A = P
A:
Let x be a N  1 data vector. Consider a query vector
q of the same length that is evaluated against x using the
standard inner product as follows.
a = hx;qi = q
x (2)
For example, when q is a 0{1 vector, Equation 2 simply
sums the components of x where there are 1's in q. We refer
to such queries as sum{queries. Let Q be an N  m matrix
whose columns correspond to m such sum{queries. Then
from Equations 1 and 2, we can see that
￿
x = Q
x yields
a vector of length m, whose components are exact answers
to the m queries in the query matrix Q. In other words,when we use the query matrix Q as the sketching matrix,
the sketch
￿
x of the data vector gives the exact answers to
all the queries. In general, the number of queries m can be
very large making the sketch too big. The cost of computing
the entire sketch as well as communicating it increases with
the number of queries. For this reason we explore the fol-
lowing idea: Can we nd just a small number (k) of special
queries, whose answers we can maintain accurately, so that
we can use their answers to answer all the queries in Q in
an approximate manner?
Suppose that these k special queries form our sketching
matrix P. Then the sketch of the data vector contains exact
answers to the special queries. An approximate answer to
the query q with respect to vector x can be estimated using
their sketches
￿
q and
￿
x respectively as follows.
￿
a = h
￿
x;
￿
qi =
￿
q

￿
x (3)
Further the error in estimating the answer to the queries is
given by the error vector, e = a  
￿
a and the sum of squared
errors (SSE) over all the queries is given by SSE = kek
2 =
e
e.
Definition 4. (Fourier Matrix)
A Fourier matrix F of order n is a square matrix for which
F

(j;k) =
1
p
n
!
(j 1)(k 1) (4)
where !
i for i = 0:::n   1 are the n distinct complex roots
of unity. Hence,
F
 =
1
p
n
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
1 1 1  1
1 ! !
2  !
n 1
1 !
2 !
4  !
n 2
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
1 !
n 1 !
n 2  !
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
(5)
We refer to the columns of F
 as Fourier vectors.
Definition 5. (Discrete Fourier Transform)
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of a vector x 2 C
n
is given by
￿
x = Fx; (6)
From the signal processing perspective, when the sketch-
ing matrix P contains the Fourier vectors, then
￿
x contains
simply the Fourier coecients of x (by comparing Equa-
tions 1 and 6). Similarly when P contains the wavelet vec-
tors,
￿
x gives the respective wavelet coecients of x. The
standard practice is to maintain the top{k coecients of
the data vector which implicitly means having only vectors
corresponding to the top{k coecients as the sketching ma-
trix. These approaches rely on the ability to capture the
norm of the data vector using the top{k coecients and do
not make use of the queries at all. (The projection matrix
depends only on the data vector.) Further, in the case of
streaming data, the errors in estimating query results esca-
late with the error in estimating the top{k coecients.
However, queries often have certain patterns and struc-
tures that can be exploited to get better results. For this
reason, we propose to use an alternate approach of using
sketching matrices that depend on the queries. We have the
following theorem on sketching matrices [15].
Theorem 1. Let Q be an N m query matrix, x a non{
zero data vector, and P be an N  k sketching matrix with
orthonormal columns. Let 1  2  :::  N be the eigen-
values of the matrix QQ
, and let v1;v2;:::;vN be its cor-
responding orthonormal eigenvectors. Then we can achieve
the following bound on the SSE by choosing P to have as
columns the top{k eigenvectors of the matrix QQ
, i.e. when
P = [vN k+1vN k+2 :::vN].
kek
2  N kkxk
2 (7)
Therefore we use the sketching matrix whose vectors are
the top{k eigenvectors of the matrix QQ
. Such a sketching
matrix minimizes (in a certain sense) the SSE and thus the
mean squared error with respect to the queries at hand.
Further, in the case of range queries, the query vectors
contain blocks of consecutive ones. If Q contains all range
queries of a xed extent (i.e. query vectors with xed num-
ber of consecutive ones) then both Q and QQ
 are circulant
matrices.
Definition 6. (Circulant Matrix)
A circulant (matrix) of order n, is a square matrix of the
form
C = circ(c0;c1;:::;cn 1)
=
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
c0 c1  cn 1
cn 1 c0  cn 2
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
c1 c2  c0
￿
￿
￿
￿
￿
(8)
Each row of C is a circular right shift of its preceding row.
For example, the following query matrix Q has as columns,
all range queries of xed extent 2 with N = 4.
Q =
￿
￿
￿
￿
1 0 0 1
1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
￿
￿
￿
￿
Note that we consider the domain values N and 1 to be
adjacent. The last column of Q is a query that wraps around
the boundary. We shall refer to such queries as wrap{around
queries. Although wrap{around queries may be uncommon,
we include them here so that the query matrix is circulant
and for the algebraic properties that follow.
We have the following theorem on circulant matrices.
Theorem 2 (See Davis [4]). (Universal Eigenvectors
of Circulants)
Let C be a circulant matrix of order n. Matrix C is diago-
nalized by the Fourier matrix F of order n,
C = F
F; (9)
where  is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of C as
its diagonal elements. Thus, each column of F
 is a (right)
eigenvector of every circulant matrix, i.e. the columns of
F
 is a universal set of eigenvectors for for all the circulant
matrices.
Therefore by Theorem 2, the eigenvectors of QQ
 are in
fact the Fourier vectors. Thus we can have the sketchingmatrix P to be the certain Fourier vectors corresponding to
the top{k eigenvalues of QQ
 and then the sketch
￿
x is sim-
ply the corresponding Fourier coecients of x. Note that the
choice of the Fourier coecients depends solely on the query
matrix Q and may not be the same as the top{k Fourier co-
ecients of the data vector x. The advantage of Fourier vec-
tors is that they have a succinct representation and do not
have to be explicitly stored and any element of the sketch-
ing matrix can be generated on the y using small space and
time. Note that even if the query that needs to be evaluated
is dierent from those in the query matrix Q, we can still
evaluate it approximately from the sketches with reasonable
errors (see the next section for experimental results and [15]
for more detailed experiments). Further, there are ways to
extend an existing sketching matrix to improve the accuracy
of a given query matrix (see [15]).
In the remaining part of the section, we show how the
above results can be applied to answer value range queries
and location range queries over sensor networks.
2.2 Answering Value Range Queries
The frequency distribution of the sensor data gives the
number of sensors recording a particular value. Maintaining
the frequency distribution of values from all the sensors al-
lows us to answer value range queries accurately by simply
adding the frequencies reported at the values in the query
range.
We assume that the values recorded by sensors take in-
teger values between 1 and M. Therefore, the frequency
distribution can be thought of as an M  1 column vector,
h. Similarly, a value range query can then be thought of as
a 0{1 column vector q of the same size, with 1's in the range
of the query and 0's everywhere else. Then the exact an-
swer to the range query can be answered using Equation 2
as a = hh;qi = q
h. To use this approach we need to be
able to compute the frequency distribution, h over the sen-
sor network. We observe that, if we consider each of the
sensors generating an M  1 column vector with a 1 at the
index corresponding to the value it measures, then h is sim-
ply the sum of such vectors from all the sensors. Let h
(i) be
the vector generated by the i
th sensor, then h =
￿
n
i=1 h
(i):
In other words, h is a simple SUM aggregate of the vectors
generated at each sensor and can therefore be computed
using any in{network data{aggregation scheme in sensor{
networks. However, this approach will need packets of size
O(M) to be communicated and aggregated which may be
infeasible due to energy constraints.
We propose to apply the linear sketching approach men-
tioned previously for this problem. Because sketching is a
linear operator, the sketch
￿
h using the sketching matrix P
is simply the sum of sketches of the individual vectors gen-
erated at each sensor. i.e.
￿
h = P
h = P

￿
n
i=1 h
(i) =
￿
n
i=1 P
h
(i) =
￿
n
i=1
￿
h
(i): Therefore, just as h is a sum{
aggregate over the vectors generated at each sensor,
￿
h is
also a sum{aggregate over the sketches of these vectors us-
ing the sketching matrix P and can therefore be carried out
over the sensor{network using any data{aggregation service.
Also note that computing the individual sketch at each
sensor, requires storing the matrix P at each sensor. Fur-
ther, since there is only a single non{zero component in any
h
(i), computing the sketch requires only O(k) arithmetic
multiplications. Further, in the case of all range queries of
xed size, the projection matrix P is simply certain Fourier
vectors that have a succinct representation, and therefore
does not have to be explicitly stored. Any element of P can
be generated on the y using very little memory and com-
puting. Using a b{byte representation for each component of
the sketch, we need to communicate and aggregate packets
of size (bk + p) bytes where p is the header size. Typically
k << M. We consider p = 8 and b = 2. The actual queries
are evaluated at the base{station using the sketch
￿
h and the
sketch of the query vector as shown in Equation 3.
2.3 Answering Location Range Queries
Location range queries are the queries that ask for the
sum of values reported by sensors located in a particular
(spatial) range. In this case, we consider data generated by
all the sensors as a single vector that is indexed by sensor{id.
Therefore the size of the vector is the same as the number
of sensors n. When we consider any ordering of the sensors,
the range query translates into a sensor-query, i.e. a 0{1
vector with 1s in the place where the corresponding sensor is
located within the query range. The sensor{queries need not
contain blocks of consecutive 1's. Therefore, the sketching
matrix in this case is not the Fourier matrix and may not
have a succinct representation. We use the sketching matrix
that corresponds to the top{k eigenvectors of QQ
, where Q
is a a query matrix obtained sensor{queries corresponding
to the location range queries.
3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We perform experiments to observe the trade-o between
the gain in lifetime of a sensor network and loss in accu-
racy in estimating aggregate queries over sensor networks
using in{network aggregation. The results presented in this
section are based on the following experimental setup.
We have a synthetically generated eld in which sensors
are randomly placed and there is a single base{station. Queries
are posed at the base{station. The readings of the sensors
vary over time. In every round, data from the sensors is
gathered or aggregated (depending on the approach) and
the queries are evaluated at the base{station. We estimate
the lifetimes of the sensor networks. We assume that the
energy for communication dominates the energy used for
processing and ignore the computation cost. The detailed
description of the experiments are as follows.
3.1 Sensor Fields
We consider a 100m100m eld with 200 sensors that are
randomly placed and the base station located at (50m,300m).
All sensors are assumed to have equal initial energy of 1
Joule. Sensor elds are usually spatially correlated and ex-
hibit periodicity. We generate synthetic data for the sen-
sor elds that exhibit these properties using intuitive tech-
niques. Photographs exhibit strong spatial correlation among
their pixel values. So, we consider the pixel values of a pic-
ture to be the initial eld distribution to account for the
spatial correlation of the data. More specically we con-
sidered a 100  100 subimage of the second band from the
Landsat image of Miami [18] to be the initial eld value dis-
tribution for our synthetic sensor eld. Further, this is used
to generate dierent values over time to exhibit periodic-
ity as well as randomness. The value sensed by a sensor is
the value of the eld at the cell in which it is located. The
value sensed by the i
th sensor at time t is given by Xi(t).We represent the values at time t = 0, Xi(0) as i. These
come from the initial elds. Then the values at each sen-
sor change with time as a sine curve along with some noise
according to Xi(t) = i + ai sin(
2t
i + i) + "i: Here ai, i
and i are amplitude, frequency and phase for the change
in values sensed by sensor i. These are time invariant for all
the sensors and are chosen as follows. ai = i=3. i = 60.
i is chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution
in (0;). "i is a random variable that corresponds to white
noise with variance (i=10)
2.
3.2 Queries
The queries are posed at the base{station. All queries
that arrived during the current round are evaluated at the
end of the current round. In the case of continuous queries,
the same query is posed in every round as long as the query
is active. We consider two kinds of aggregate range queries
for our experiments. Value Range Queries are queries
that ask for the number of sensors that record values in the
specied value range. We consider xed extent value queries
V alQFixed(v), which is a set all queries whose range is of
xed extent v. In reality, wrap{around queries are not ex-
pected and are not included here. We also consider value
range queries of random extent V alQRand(;
2), which is
a set of 100 queries whose extent is chosen randomly from
a normal distribution with a mean  and variance 
2. Lo-
cation Range Queries ask for sum of values recorded by
sensors located in a particular rectangle in the eld. We con-
sider location queries of xed extent (LocQFixed(v)) which
is the set of all queries of xed v  v spatial extent with at
least 1 sensor.
3.3 Quantitative Performance Measures
We use the following quantities to measure the perfor-
mance of dierent techniques:
MLT: Mean LifeTime of the sensor network as the number
of rounds it lasts until the rst sensor drains out of energy,
where the mean is computed over 20 dierent placements of
sensors in the eld.
MSE: Mean of Squared Errors of results to all the queries
over all the rounds and over all the placements.
RLE: Mean Relative Errors of results to all the queries over
all the rounds and over all the placements.
REN: Relative Error in the norm of the frequency distribu-
tion over all the rounds and over all the placements.
3.4 Approaches
We compare results from the following approaches for
evaluating queries.
No Aggregation (NoA): This is a data{gathering approach
where values recorded by each sensor are forwarded without
any aggregation. We use the algorithm due to Chang and
Tassiulas [2] for routing. The packet size is 10 bytes with 2
bytes for data and 8 bytes for header. A complete histogram
is computed at the base{station to answer the queries. This
approach gives exact answers to all the queries as well as
the exact norm.
The summary data{structure based approaches using in{
network aggregation for estimating queries are described
next. We use the data{aggregation technique by Kalpakis
et al [10] for evaluating the lifetimes for these approaches
Naive Aggregation (NA): In this approach, each packet
has n slots, one for each sensor. Each sensor generates a
packet with its own value in the reserved slot and zeros
elsewhere. Data aggregation is performed by addition of
the corresponding n  1 vectors. This approach maintains
the exact histogram, therefore the queries will be answered
exactly. We assume two bytes for each sensor value and 8
bytes for the header. Therefore, the packet size is 2n + 8
bytes.
Haar Wavelets (DWT): We maintain the top{k Haar wavelet
coecients. Normally we do not know which coecients are
the the top{k coecients. Thus they must be estimated us-
ing in{network aggregation [8, 6]. We present results using
the true top{k DWT coecients. (The results with the esti-
mated top{k DWT coecients are not reported due to space
constraints.) With header size of 8 bytes and 2 byte repre-
sentation for each coecient, the packet size in this case is
2k + 8 bytes, where k is the size of the sketch.
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): Here we use the top{
k DFT coecients of the data vector.
Linear Sketching (LS): Here, we use the linear sketching
approach described in Section 2 to compute the sketch of
of size k. In the case of xed extent queries we use the
sketching matrix due to all queries of the same xed size.
In the case of random queries, we use the sketching matrix
due to all queries of a xed extent that is the same as the
mean extent used to generate the queries. We use 2 byte
representation for each component of the sketch. Therefore
the size of the packet in this case will be 2k + 8 bytes.
3.5 Experiments
Experiment 1: We consider 20 dierent sensor placements
and report the mean lifetime. For each placement we con-
sider xed size value range queries V alQFixed(v) for 60
rounds. We chose v = 35 that is 10% of the total range
(354). We report MLT, MSE, RLE and REN for the dier-
ent approaches in Table 1 and Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Sketch size Vs. Lifetime
NoA and NA approaches give exact results, therefore, the
MSE, REL and REN are always zero. For the remaining
aggregate based approaches we present the results with dif-
ferent sketch sizes. We note that as the sketch size increases,
the lifetime of the sensor networks decreases and the errors
in estimating the range queries decrease. The LS method
gives signicantly lesser errors in estimating answers than
DFT and DWT. We also observe that although the DFT
approach is better at capturing the norm, the accuracy of0 5 10 15 20
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Figure 2: Sketch size Vs. Mean Squared Error in
Experiment 1. M = 354; Query set: V alQFixed(35);
Mean exact answer: 56:03.
query answers is worse than LS. Further, with a sketch size
of 3, LS achieved a MLT of 27;925 which is 124% improve-
ment over NoA and 6.48% RLE. Therefore it is evident that
the LS method improves lifetime of the sensor network while
incurring only a small loss in accuracy.
Experiment 2: The set up for this experiment is the same
as above, except that we use a dierent query set in each
round. We use value range queries with ranges of ran-
dom size, V alQRand(v;
2) with v as 10% of the range
that the values that the sensors record and 
2 as 16, i.e.
V alQRand(35;16). For the LS method we use the V alQFixed(v)
set of queries for only forming the sketching matrix and the
random queries are used for evaluation. The results are re-
ported in Table 1. Note that although LS uses a dierent set
of queries for the sketching matrix, it is still able to estimate
answers to the original queries very well. LS gives signi-
cantly more accurate query results than DFT or DWT. We
observe LS with sketch size of 3 gives 6.93% RLE and sig-
nicant improvement in MLT. Therefore, it is clear that the
LS sketching method works even for queries that were not
used to prepare the sketching matrix.
Experiment 3: Finally we perform experiments with loca-
tion range queries. For each placement over the sensor eld
we consider the location query set LocQFixed(30). The av-
erage number of sensors in the location queries is 5:12. For
the LS method, we use the top{k eigenvectors of the matrix
QQ
 as the sketching matrix. The results are summarized in
Table 1. Again, LS achieves better accuracy than DWT and
DFT. Using a sketch size of 10, the LS method achieves a
MLT of 13,398 that is 7.4% better than NoA, with a RLE of
11.85%. Therefore, from this experiment, we observe that
LS achieve better estimates for the location queries than
what DWT or DFT achieve and that too using small sketch
sizes that gives improved lifetimes.
4. PREVIOUS WORK
Several studies have been carried out towards performing
in{network aggregation in sensor networks [7, 9, 10]. The
main focus here is to come up with good data aggregation
trees along which in{network aggregation can be carried out.
Kalpakis et al. [9] propose the Maximum Lifetime Data Ag-
gregation algorithm for data aggregation that gives a near
optimal data{aggregation schedule consisting of aggregation
trees. They present a computationally ecient approximate
scheme for maximizing lifetime [10]. Chang et al. [2] give a
ow{based approach to gather data (without aggregation)
in an optimal manner.
Aggregate query processing in sensor networks has re-
ceived a lot of attention recently [12, 14, 17]. Cosidine et.
al. [3] present approximate sketches for COUNT, SUM and
AVG that are robust with respect to node failures,etc. How-
ever these approaches maintain a separate aggregate for each
query with a dierent where{clause (range) and do not scale
well with the number of queries. Our approach works by
maintaining summary data{structures using in{network ag-
gregation. Several such data structures have been proposed
for query answering over streaming data (see for e.g. Gib-
bons and Matias [5]). Small space samples and histograms
are popularly used for answering selectivity and aggregate
range queries and to compute the size of joins and number of
distinct elements. Recently, several sketch based summary
data structures have been proposed [16, 6]. In the sensors
domain, Hellerstein et al. [8] argue that monitoring applica-
tions demand more sophisticated aggregate query processing
over sensor networks. They compute wavelets over the sen-
sor data that can be used to answer approximate aggregate
range queries. However, these summary data{structures are
not optimized for aggregate range queries.
5. CONCLUSION
Techniques based on summary data{structures for ap-
proximate query answering t well with the in{network ag-
gregation paradigm in sensor networks. In this paper we pro-
pose summary data{structures called linear sketches for an-
swering aggregate range queries over sensor networks. While
the accuracy of the query results increases with the size
of the sketch, the lifetime of the sensor network decreases.
Therefore there is a trade{o between accuracy of the query
results and lifetime of the sensor network that we exploit
to achieve signicant increase in lifetimes while incurring a
small loss in accuracy of query results. We performed sev-
eral experiments to compare the accuracy of queries as well
as lifetime of the sensor networks. The proposed method
of linear sketching achieves much better accuracy compared
to results using classical techniques such as DFT and DWT
and signicant gains in lifetimes compared to the naive ag-
gregation and no aggregation schemes, in the case of both
value range queries as well as location range queries.
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